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The Maggid was a teacher who taught, “Don’t just say words of Torah—Be Torah.” 
His students used to watch him closely. They watched the way he prayed, the way he 
learned, the way he taught, the way he always tried to do mitzvot, the way he treated 
other people, the way he listened, and even the way he tied his shoes. They believed that 
they could learn some Torah from everything he did. His students constantly tried to 
“Be Torah” in everything they did.

My Comment: If I could watch one 

person to learn how to “Be Torah,” I would 

watch __________________. One time 

when this person did something that I think 

is really “Being Torah” was _____________

_______________________________________.

____________________’s Comment: 
______________ told the story of when 

__________________ did something that 

was “Being Torah.”  That person  ________

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

Choose someone else’s comment and write it here.

INTRODUCTION
Being Torah
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CHAPTER 1: BEGINNINGS
What is the message of “Beginnings”?

To uncover the “big” message of this story we are going to have to find a theme-word 
and a number-word.

Theme-Word: In every 
Torah story there are one 
or two ideas that are most 
important. The central 
idea in a story is called the 
“theme.” The Torah has 
different ways of showing 
us a story’s theme. One 
way it does this is by using 
a theme-word. This is a 
key word that is used over 
and over again. Another 
way of doing this is by 
using a theme-word at the 
beginning and ending of a 
story.

Number-Word: One 
special kind of theme-
word is a number-word. 
Sometimes the Torah uses 
a word a special number of 
times in a story. Often we 
find a word used 5, 7, 10, 
or 12 times. Each of these 
numbers has a Jewish 
meaning. When we find 
a word used one of these 
numbers of times we know 
that the Torah wants us to 
see that this word teaches 
something important.
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Find a Theme-Word
There is a word that you would expect to be used a lot in this story. Instead the Torah 
holds back and only uses it a few times. This word is used as this story’s bookends. It is 
used at the beginning and at the end. 
This word is ________________________________________________.
Hint: This word is in red. 

Find a Number-Word
Count the number of times the word “good” is used in this story. It is used ____ times.
Hint: This word is in blue. 

This is the same number as the ____________________________ .

My Comment: Two words teach us about the theme (central message) of this story. 

They are __________________________ and __________________________. 

Together they teach us that  ________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ .
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Adam or Eve’s Diary

Dear Diary,

It is really great to be alive. God created us on what is called “The Sixth Day.” 

People were the last things created. Everything else came fi rst: ____________, 

____________, comets, stars, ___________, squash, ____________, blueberries, peas, 

____________, ___________, trout, sharks, _____________, ___________, vultures, eagles, 

____________, moose, groundhogs, ___________, __________, and even ___________. 

But God did something special for us. Every time God created something, God 

would see it and say “______________.” When God fi nished creating people, out came 

the words “____________ ____________.”

Almost as soon as we opened our eyes and looked around, it began getting dark. 

The sun went away, and everything was black. I was very scared, and so was Eve/

Adam (circle one). We held each other tight. I was afraid that creation was ending. 

I thought that God had made the world just to see what it was like, and now it was 

falling apart. When the stars came out I felt better. When the moon came out I 

knew everything was going to be okay. God had created a good world. We said our 

prayers and fell asleep.

The next morning we had our chance to explore the world God created. Let me tell 

you what we found. ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

When it came time for the sun to set today, I wasn’t scared at all. Eve/Adam even 

thought the sunset was beautiful. I think God did a good job.

Until next time—

Love, _____________________(Adam/Eve)



CHAPTER 2: THE GARDEN
The Garden Teaches a New Message About Creation

Text Repetition: When the Torah repeats a 
piece of text, it usually does it with a change. When 
the Torah says something twice, the second time 
we see the message there is usually a change. 
Something is either added or taken away. When we 
fi nd the change we have a clue to the meaning the 
Torah is trying to teach us.

In Chapter 1 we learned that God created a good universe. 
In the story of the The Garden we get a different message about the beginning.

Find the Change: The Torah begins (Being Torah page 9)

Beginnings:
God created the heavens and the earth.

The story of The Garden begins: (Being Torah page 19)

This is the family-history of the heavens and the earth
from their creation.

The thing that these two “beginnings” share is talking about: 

The ________________and the ________________.

What was added to the second version was:  ________________________.
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My Comment: I think that the Torah added  ________________  to the second story to 

teach us this diff erence between the two stories. Beginnings teaches us about the creation of 

the universe. The Garden will teach us about ___________________________________

______________________________________________________________________.
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Eating from the Tree

Find the Change: First God gives a rule about eating from the Tree of Knowledge. 
Then Eve retells this rule to the snake. In the retelling there is a change.

When God put the Human in the garden, God said:

 “You may eat from every other tree in the garden
 except from the Tree of the Knowledge of good from evil.
 You may not eat from it.
 Once you eat from it, you must die.”

The snake asked the woman:

 “Did God really say that you may not eat
 from any of the trees in the Garden?

The woman answered the snake:

 “We may eat the fruit from any of the other trees
 in the garden, but God said,
 ‘The fruit from the tree in the middle of the Garden
 you may not eat it and you may not touch it,
 or you will die.’”

1. God ordered: __________________________________________________ .

2. The snake asked:  _____________________________________________ .

3. Eve’s change was:  ____________________________________________ .   

My Comment: Eve made a mistake. The Torah teaches that she “(1) took a fruit and (2) ate 

it.” Eve’s change to God’s commandment was adding ______________________________ .

When nothing happened after she broke the made-up part of the commandment, Eve went 

on to  _________________________________________________________________ .

The lesson we can learn is __________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ .



CHAPTER 3: CAIN AND ABEL
What is the Big Message of This Story?

A Number-Word Pattern

Count the number of times that Cain’s name is used.  _____________________

Count the number of times that Abel’s name is used.  _____________________

Count the number of times that the word brother is used.  ________________
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My Comment: The pattern I see is  ___

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

I think the connection between these 

words and the word “good” in the story 

Beginnings is  _____________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

By connecting these names and words with 

the number ____ I think that the Torah is 

trying to teach  _____________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

_______________’s Comment: 
______________________ thinks that the 

Torah connected all these words with the 

number  ______________ in order to teach 

the lesson that _____________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

Choose someone else’s comment and write it here.
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Cain’s Diary

Imagine that you are Cain and have to live with both the guilt of having killed your 
brother and the pain of the punishment that God has set for you. Complete this page 
from your diary.

Dear Diary,

Today was another bad day. Every day seems to be a bad day. I hate my life. Today 

when I was washing my clothes by the river, I heard some people coming. I was 

afraid and went to hide, but they saw me. They rushed toward me. I thought they 

were going to hurt me, but when they came close, they saw the mark God put on 

me. As soon as they saw the mark ______________________________________________.

As I ran away they shouted, “ __________________________________________________.”

I don’t know what to do. Every living thing runs away from me. I am alone. When 

I try to plant, the curse on the soil goes to work. Every time I put seeds in the 

ground ________________________________________________________________________.

When I tried to plant potatoes  __________________________________________________.

I used to love farming.

When I think back about the murder, I _______________________________________. 

The memory of ___________________________still haunts me. Over and over I 

see ____________________________________________________. I keep wishing that I 

could take that day back.

The worst part of my punishment is  ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________.

I will write more later.
Cain



   

CHAPTER 4: AND INTRODUCING NOAH
Why does the Torah Spend Time Listing the Names of 

People and the Number of Years They Lived?

When Joey read this story he had a problem 
with it. Read his comment.

I don’t know why the Torah wastes space 
listing the names of people and then doesn’t 
tell us anything about them. Also, I don’t 
believe that anyone could live 976 years. My 
grandfather is 81, and he is very old, even if 
he still walks 2 miles every morning. I don’t 
know…

Joey

Unlock the Number Pattern

Open up Being Torah to pages 34-35 and count the number of generations from Adam 
to Noah. 

There are  _________________ generations between Adam and Noah.

What else in the Torah uses this same number?  _____________________________________

My Comment: I think the Torah tells us 

the story of Adam’s family-history to teach us 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

_____________’s Comment: 

___________ thinks that the Torah tells us 

the story of Adam’s family-history to teach us 

_________________________________

_________________________________ .

Choose someone else’s comment and write it here.
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